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MATT URBAN·HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY
BOOK PRESENTATIONJUNE 11, 1991
On June 11, 1991, the 9th Infantry Division Association's
own Lt. Col. Matt Urban USAR,
by invitation of Hofstra University, Hempstead, Long Island,
NY, presented his highly
successful autobiographical
book, "The Matt Urban Story"
to the Library's Department of
Special Collections. Mary Levy,
president of the Greater NY
Area Chapter presided over the
ceremony. With the able help of
the NY chapter's dedicated
Adolph Wadalavage, and Dr.
Barbara Kelly, Curator of Special Collections, arrangements
were made for the presentation
with advanced notice to all area
9th members and various
veterans groups.
Desert Storm Welcome
The June 11 date was picked
because Matt would be present
in the Medal of Honor cortege in
the NY Desert Storm Welcome
.Home Parade, on June 10. So
I
while Matt was in NYC it would
be convenient for him to make
the presentation the following
day.
The presentation ceremony
was held in the beautiful atrium
room adjoining the Cultural
Center Gallery on the 10th floor
of the Axinn Library Building.
A lectern with flanking VIP
seats was set up at one end of
the room facing forty guest
seats with standing room for
many more. The room was cool
even though it was over 95
degrees outside.
Tom Boyle, center with V. President Vincent
About seventy guests were
Guglielmino on the left is shown at the Worcester
present to honor Matt including
Memorial held last November to honor our dead. The
veterans of various organizaceremony will be held on October 19, 1991 this year, movtions: the American Legion,
ed up a month because of the weather that threatens the
VFW, DAV, VoVW, AMVETS,
area in November.
MOPH, JWV, etc., as well as a
number of veteran's ladies.
Taps Sounded
Three uniformed male and two
female members of the Hofstra
John Vetter
"Call out our namesROTC were also present and
47th Inf. K Co.
As the years go bythey were seated with Matt in
Remember Usthe front VIP section.
Earl Sullivan
Welcomed Places
60th Inf. D Co.
Marv opened the cererpony
and we-\\-ill never die-"
with everyone saluting the col\Vith sadden heart we anJohn Francis Murphy
ors and giving the pledge of
nounce the passing of these
39th Inf. I Co.
allegiance. A short invocation
"Old Reliables" and friends.
in memory of lost 9th comrades
Don Greenwell
Rev. Ralton Speers
and hospitalized vets was given
47th Inf. I Co.
60th Inf.
by Adolph Wadalavage. Marv
introduced Dr. Charles R. AnAlbert Micollucci
George Bako
drews, Dean of Library SerServo Co. 47th Inf.
47th Inf. G Co.
vices who then introduced
Charles M. Shuart, President of
Col. Robert Baine
John Trevelise
Hofstra University who
47th Inf. E Co.
welcomed Matt and guests to
Michael Patti
the presentation honoring Matt.
60th Inf. Co. L.
Joe Foye
Marv then called upon Matt to
GOth Inf. C Co.
make the book presentation to
John Carter
Dr. Andrews. Matt proudly
39th Inf. F Co.
Robert Catus
presented his book, which he in39th Inf. D Co. & A.T. 47th
scribed to the university. Dr.
David Alberts
Andrews noted the esteem in
60th Inf. M Co.
which Matt was held as a Medal
Lt. Gen. James Kalergis (Ret.)
of Honor recipient, saying that
9th Div. Arty.
Regis Sharbaugh
the book would find a welcomed
60th Inf. M Co.
place in the military history
Albert M. Karre
section - a legacy for genera39th Inf. 2nd Bn.
Robert Kline
tions to come - to understand
39th Inf. Co B.
the nature of war by such an
G.H. "Duke" Fennell
outstanding soldier of World
60th Inf. K Co.
Virginia Brollini
War II.
Wife of Fred Brollini, M Co.
Matt, resplendent in his fullVictor C. Eydt
60th Inf.
dress uniform, with the coveted
39th Inf. I Co.
Congressional Medal hung
Esther Gartland
from the starred blue ribbon
Otto Kanach
Wife of Roger, 47th Inf.
ilround his neck, addressed his
47th Inf. F Co.
veteran comrades, the univerMay they rest in peace. 'fa sity faculty, and the. ROTC.
Orion Shell
their loved ones we offer our
47th Inf. M Co.
condolences.
<Continued on Page 3)
WORCESTER ANNUAL MEMORIAL SERVICE
We who have had the good fortune to have known Father Edward Connors feel that Father would still want us to pray for our
dead. He calls us together even though he is no longer with us.
He has instilled in us the feeling that we should never forget the
brave men who served with us and did not return to enjoy what
you and I have enjoyed ever since we returned.
Our call goes out for our annual memorial service to be held
on Sunday, October 19, 1991 at the Immaculate Conception in
Worcester. Mass.
The Mass will be at 9:30 AM with a Memorial Service following the Mass at our Memorial. We will then meet at 12:00 noon at
the Holiday Inn, formerly the Sheraton Lincoln. The management has changed hands, but still the same good hotel. Reservations at the hotel must be made by yourself. If you have problems give one of us a call. Reservations for the luncheon may be
made by mailing $15.00 to Tom Boyle, 39 Hall Ave, Somerville,
MA 02144. Room rents are $70.00 and rooms will be held for us
until October 8, 1991. Reservations may also be made at the
Day's Inn only a block away.
Rooms 102-104 will still be the gathering place for Saturday
evening.
Our message to all is please join us and pray for our dead, the
men who gave their lives in the first half of the decade of the forties and also the wearers of the Octofoil who have since passed
away.
For the friends of Father Connors
. Tom Boyle
39 Hall Avenue
Somerville, Ma 02144
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FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REUNION
THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
September 19, 20, 21, 1991
The Grand Milwaukee Hotel, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Thursday, September 19,1991
9:00 AM Registration - New Orleans Ballroom, North Section
9: 00 AM Golf Tournament - Meet in Hotel Lobby
4:00 PM Board of· Governors' Meeting - Directors 6
8:00 PM Welcome Party - New Orleans Ballroom
Friday, September 20, 1991
9:00 AM Registration - Lobby Cafe
9:30 AM Women's luxiliary Brunch, a Fashion Show, and
Meeting - Mardi Gras Ballroom
9:30 AM General Meeting - New Orleans Ballroom
10:00 AM Committee Meetings
Budget and Finance - Directors 4
By-Laws - Directors 3
Miscellaneous - Directors 7
Newspaper - Directors 3
Nominating - Directors 6
11:00 AM General Meeting continues - New Orleans Ballroom
3: 00 PM Banquet Table Reservations - Lobby Cafe
4:00 PM Board of Governors' Meeting - Directors 6
8: 00 PM Dance - Grand Ballroom
Saturday, September 21, 1991
9:00 AM Registration - Lobby Cafe
10: 00 AM Memorial Service - Grand Ballroom
12: 00 Noon Banquet Table Reservations - Lobby Cafe
5:00 PM Catholi~ Mass ...:- Directors 1
•
6:00 PM Cocktail Hour -- Grand Ballroom Lobby (Cash Bar)
6: 30 PM Banquet - Grand Ballroom
8: 30 PM Dance - Grand Ballroom
(Revised - July 9, 1991)
FINALIZE PLANS FOR 1991 REUNION
The Committee for the 1991 Reunion met July H, 1991, at
the Grand Milwaukee Hotel to finalize plans for the
Forty-sixth Reunion of the Ninth Infantry Division
Association.
The revised program and schedule of events is printed in this
issue of the OCTOFOIL. Some changes were made to the
previously printed program.
One of the changes pertains to making banquet table reservations. The new schedule is: Friday, 3:00 to 5:00 PM, and Saturday, 12:00 Noon to 2:00 PM. With the two times for making banquet table reservations, the committee hopes to reduce the congestion and stress inherent with the single opportunity.
Another change is the time and place for the Women's Auxiliary activity on Friday. The Auxiliary meeting, fashion show,
and brunch willstart at 9:30 AM in the Mardi Gras Ballroom.
A member of the reunion committee, and his wife from
Wiconsin have been very busy making local contacts, their efforts will provide the reunion with added features which will
enhance the Reunion program.
Howard Gaertner (M Co. 47th Inf.) and his wife Grace have
contacted a Male Chorus to furnish music during the Memorial
Service. They have secured the Cudworth Male Chorus which
~as organized in 1947. The Chorus acquired the title, "ChampIOns of Song", after winning nine national championships and
four ASCAP trophies for musical excellence in National
American Legion competition events.
. The Gaertners also contacted a Catholic priest to participate
m the Memorial Service, and celebrate Catholic Mass Saturday
evening. A retired Army Chaplain, Monsignor Harold Prudell
(Colonel U.S. Army Ret.) has volunteered to participate in the
Reunion program. Monsignor Prudell was ordained in 1939. He
served as an Army Chaplain from 1940 to 1972. which included
World War II,th~ Korean War, and Vietnam.

Shown at Hofstra trnive~-ity, New York, at the presentation of
Matt Urbans Story Book to the School Library are (l-r) Adolph
Wadalavage, Matt Urban, Marv Levy President of the NY
Chapter and Arthur Dunkleman, Queens County Commander
American Legion.
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THE OCTOFOIL
Form 2579 should be sent to
412 Gregory Avenue, Weehawken, N.J. 07087
Octofoil Associated Editors
Walter O'Keefe and Daniel QUinn
National Officers
President

Tip of the Hat
The Memorial Fund was
enriched by the generosity of
these "Old Reliables" who
remembered. Many thanks.

Board of Governors
f991
Nick Dogostino
Cherry Hill, NJ
Jack Collier
St.Louis, MO
Larry McLaughlin
Wakefield, MA
Henry Santos
Tampa, FL
•
1992
Mike Belmonte
Oak Park, IL
Phil Berman
Daytona Bch, FL
Ed Hopkins
Metuchen, NJ
Tom Hatton
Saginaw, MI
Walter 0' Keeffe
San Francisco, CA
1993
Robert DeSandv
Southern Pines, NC
AI Perna
Philadelphia, PA
Trevor Jones
Trumbull, CT
George Brown
Freehold, NY
Fred D'Amore
E. Boston. MA

Michael Belmonte
1161 S. Lombardi
Oak Park, IL 60304
Vincent Gugieimino, 1st V. P
114 Charles Street
Floral Park, NY 11001
fJat DeColi.2nd V.P.
1017 Jackson St.
Phil. PA 19148

Fran Maher,3rd VP
14 D.avenport St.
Worcester, MA 01610
Dave Heller
Judge Advocate
616 Sumac
Highland Pk, IL60036

:thomas Boyle, Treasurer
39 Hall Avenue
Somerville, MA 02144
Daniel Quinn, Secretary
412 Gregory A venue
Weehawken, NJ 07087

We salute you.
W.H. "Bill" Mooty
Samuel Robinson - Memory of
all men from B Btry. 84th F.A.
Herbert Ravlin - Memory of
Robert Spencer, 709 Ord.
George Brown -' Memory of
Rev. Ral ton Speers and
Michael Agnetti
James C. Frachtling - Memory
of Joe Foye
John Lammie
Lucien Lucas - Memory of
Salvatore Ciccone, Staff Sgt.
Ralph Palermo
Jerome Sypnieski
Agnes Speers - Memory of Husband, Rev. Ralton Speers
Edward Kuklewicz
Mike Deresh - Memory of Fred
Mulcaster, 60th Inf. Medic
Boris Raynes - Memory of John
Francis Murphy, 39th Inf. I Co.
Carl Winter
Calvin Harms - Memory of
Albert Micolucci & Cy Galvan
Henry & Evelyn Golabiecki
-Memory of Goody Brown
Ed McNamara
Richard McGrath - Memory of
B Co. 15th Engrs.
Hermon Rahn - Memory of
George Bako, Frank Crapanzo
& Jerry Shapiro
Edward M. Stokan - Memory of
Bob Spencer
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Nov.-Dec., Jan., Feb., Mar-April by and for the members of the Ninth Infantry Div!sion Association. Ne~s items, feature stories, photographs and
art matenal from members Will be appreciated. Every effort will be
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. An extra.ct !rom the certificate of incorporation of the 9th Infantry Division association reads: "This Association is formed by the officers and
men of the 9th I nfantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our
~allen co~rades, to preserve the espirit de corps of the division, to assist
I~ promo~l~g. an ever-lasting world peace exclusively of means of educatIOnal activities and to serve as an information bureau to former members
of the 9th Infantry Division.
Copy must be received on or before the 15th of each month to guarantee
publication on the 20th.
.
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Name of Group
Date(s) of Function

Enclosed please find dues for:

Street Address

.

Zone

State

_

ADDRESS

CITY

_

TELEPHONE: (

_

STATE

ZIP

UNIT IN THE 9th

GUEST NAME(S)

_
_

All-Event (Strip) Tickets: Quantity_

at $45.00 each, Total$_

Please check if you are a Gold Star Wife ,or a Member's Widow

NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
September 1_9-21, -=1~9:.....:9:.....:1=--

Last Name

First

Address

City

State

.

City

NAME

(HOTEL)

Dan Quinn, Nation~l Secretary, 9th Infantry Division A::>sn. 412
Gregory Ave., Weeflawken, New Jersey 07087

,

PRE-REGISTRATION FORM
Fortysixth Annual Reunion
September 19-21, 1991
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

~~
grana %i[waukfe

NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLlCATIOl\T

Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Serial No

PRE-REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
Fortysixth Annual Reunion
September 19-21, 1991
Pre-Registration for All-Event (Strip) Tickets will be a
feature of the Fortysixth Annual Reunion to be held at the Grand
Milwaukee Hotel, September 19-21, 1991, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The procedure to Pre-Register is as follows:
1. Fill out the Pre-Registration Form provided below.
2. Write a check or money order to The Illinois Chapter Ninth
Infantry Division Association for the full amount of the tickets.
3. Mail the Pre-Registration Form and the check or money
order to: Michael Belmonte, 1161 South Lombard Avenue, Oak
Park, Illinois 60304.
4. Upon receiving the form and check or money order, a Confirmation Card-Receipt will be mailed to the member - sender.
5. The Confirmation Card-Receipt must be presented at the
Reunion Pre-Registration Desk to pick up the tickets, program,
and registration packet.
6. Cancellation of Pre-Registration will be honored for a full
refund received before or on September 10, 1991. Cancellations
received after September 10, will have a partial refund.
7. To cancel a Pre-Registration, contact Michael Belmonte at
the above address, or telephone (708) 386-7865 prior to
September 15, 1991. After September 15, call the Grand
Milwaukee Hotel and leave a· message to Mike. The Hotel
Telephone numbers are: 1-800-558-3862 outside of Wisconsin, in
Wisconsin call (414) 481-8000.
8. To assure a ticket for the Thursday Welcome Party, the Friday Dance, and the Saturday Banquet-Dance, PRE-REGISTER
now.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone (,

_

_

Additional Names of Guests Sharing Accommodations:

.

I was a member of:

Last Name

First

Last Name

First

Last Na".'m-'.'e=--======================================================= First

Battery

Company

Regiment

9th Div

.

SINGLE, DOUBLE,
TRIPLE, QUAD
$65.00
0
$ 7.15 Tax
$ 72.15 Total

I wish to sign up for the following:
Regular Member per year

Reservations must be received by cut-off date.
Reservation requests received after cut-off date are subject to space availability.
For Suite accommodations. please contact Hotel direct. Contact Hotel if confirmation is not received in ten days.

$10.000

Sustaining Member.................................... . .....
Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund
THREE-YEAR MEMBER
Life Membership
Ladies Auxiliary Member
Decals
60th Hist.
Please credit the followjng chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley
I.Uinois
l'iewEngland.
Fldr~~~'

0
$25.000
$75.000
$ 2.000
50- each
$ 2.50 <incl. post.)

o

Greater New York

o

Michigan

o Washington, .D.C.

c:r New Jersey

Texas

Deadline for next issue Oct. 20th
DIRECTIONS TO THE GRAND MILWAUKEE HOTEL

Please Check Type of Room
All prices are subject to state and local taxes.
One Person - $ 0 Two People-$

Cut Off Date: August 21, 1991
AIRLINE SPECIAL CONVENTION RATES TO MILWAUKEE . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
4747 South Howell Avenue· Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53207
The Illinois Chapter has arranged for Airline Special Conven• Telephone (414) 4HIROOO or Toll Fr..e 1801/ :)')~ 3H62
tion Rates to Milwaukee for the September 19-21, 1991 Reunion.
The. arrangements were made through the Magic Carpet Travel
Agency located in the Reunion ·Hotel.
Arrival Date
_
Members flying to the Reunion can acquire these special rates
by contacting Magic Carpet Travel directly. Their toll-free Departure Date
_
number is 1-800-776-7011.
Time of Arrival
A.M.fP.M.
The special convention rates were secured by the Travel
CHECK.IN TIME - 2:00 P.M.
Agency through Northwest Airlines, Midwest Express and US
CHECK·OUT TIME - 12:00 NOON
Air. Both companies will give a 5% discount off the lowest fare . To reserve accommodations. a full deposit for 1st
and waive all restictions. If it is not possible to get the lowest night or a major credit card number (invalid unless
"rates on a particular flight, they will give a 40% discount off expiration date is included) is required.
regular coach fares.
Guarante('d By:
0 Credit Card
0 Check
Members should contact Magic Carpet Travel to make reser- Deposit $ 72.15 Single, Double, Triple, Quad
vations, determine the least expensive fare available, and purchase their tickets.
Type of Card
The advantage of booking flights through Magic Carpet
· th ere WI'11 be no restrictions, such as, purchasing
Card No.
T rave I IS
tickets 30 days before the flight date, or change flights and dates
E\Cp Date - - - - - - _
without penalty. With the Agency's office in the Grand
Signature
Mil~aukee Hotel, changes can be made directly during the Re-'
PLEASE DON'T BE A NO SHOW!
uion.
We require 24 hours notice for cancellation. Obtain

FROM CHICAGO: Take 1-94 north to Milwaukee - Exit 318 (Airport). Take
Howell Avenue Exit off 318. Turn left on Howell. Drive approximately 3f4 mile to
The Grand Milwaukee Hotel which will be on your left.
FROM NORTHEAST MILWAUKEE: Take 1-43 south. Follow Chicago exit (1-94
south). Exit 318 (Airport). Take Howell Avenue Exit off 318. Turn left on Howell.
Drive approximately 3f4 mile to The Grand Milwaukee Hotel which will be
on your left.
FROM NORTHWEST MILWAUKEE: Take 45 south (Zoo Freeway to 894 East

(Airport Freeway). Follow Chicago Airport directions to Exit 318 (Airport). Take
Howell Avenue Exit off 318. Turn left on Howell. Drive approximately
The Grand Milwaukee Hotel which will be on your left.

3/4

mile to

FROM MADISON: Take 1-94 East to Milwaukee. Follow Chicago Airport directions to Exit 318 (Airport). Take Howell Avenue Exit off 318. Turn left on Howell.
Drive approximately 3/4 mile to The Grand Milwaukee Hot.el which will be
on your left.

HOSPITALITY ROOMS (CP's)

cancellation number from the Reservation Department if you must cancel this reservation by calling
either number stated above. Thank You.

The Grand Milwaukee Hotel has six Hospitality Rooms which
are ideal for unit CP's.
The rooms are 20 feet by 30 feet, or 600 square feet. They can
comfortably hold 50 people for a reception type function.
The Hospitality Rooms contain a wet bar, refrigerator, two
couches, chairs, a full bathroom, and closet. They also h~ve two
single roll away beds and a 24 inch console color television. All ~
the Hospitality rooms are located in the International House,
one room on each floor.
The rate for the Hospitality rooms is $100.00 per night. An adjoining bedroom can be had for the Reunion special rate of $65.00·
for a total of $165.00 plus tax per night: The combined rooms
make an interconnecting suite.
Arrangements for Hospitality Rooms, or Suites, should be
made directly with the Hotel's Reservation Department.

THE OCTOFOIL

Taps Sounde"
lam enclosing a donation in

memory of my husband Rev.
Ralton M. Speers, 60th Infantry
Co. D. for the Memorial Fund. I
also want to thank those who
made donations to the fund in
memory of him and to all his
Army friends who sent cards &
letters.
I appreciate that you will continue sending the Octofoil to
me. I know that I will look forward to receiving it.
Best wishes to everyone.
60th Inf. Co. D.
MRS. AGNES SPEERS
5 Patricia Ave.
Albany, NY 12203
PAULA BAKO'S LETTER TO
MARTY GILL
Dear Marty & Peg,
I wanted to let you know that
George passed away May 2,
1991 at 8:05 PM. He wasn't even
in the hospital a day and a half.
He passed away in his sleep. He
had Congestive Heart Failure. I
don't seem to be coping with it
too well. I miss him so much.
The house is so lonely.
George had a beautiful
Military Service with the 21
Gun Salute & Taps and then
they presented me with the
Flag. The neighbors here have
been so good to me. They check
on me every day. I have{o go in
the hospital for a couple of
weeks for knee surgery. I
should have had it done 2
months ago. I had to take care
of George which was 1110re important to me.
Could you let some of
George's other friends know? I
would appreciate it. George
served with Co G - 47th.
Take care and God Bless you
all.
Love,
Paula
5275 Monroe Ave. #7
San Diego, CA 92115
GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGING AND THANKING
YOU FOR YOUR KIND EXPRESSION OF SYMPATHY FAMILY OF THE LATE JOHN
TREVELISE
I don't want to lose contact
with the Association and I want
to thank you and whoever else
is responsible for sending me
the Octofoil. John was buried
with the large Octofoil. He
would have wanted that. The
boys from the Division meant
so much to him. I will miss you
all. Dan, I'm not myself. I just
can't forget. Love to Marie.
Always, Dottie
(908) 308-1413
In deep sorrow we announce
the death of Robert P.Catus on
Monday, the sixth of May, 1991.
The Catus Family
I was the primary care giver
in a hospice at home program.
Liver cancer - but it was in the
brain, bones, etc. He had a slow
agonizing death. He was sick 9
years. The nurses said few people could do what I did. I tried
to be brave and courageous like
my dear husband. I was at Ft.
Bragg with him in 1942 and I
lost my best friend.
Co. D 39th loI.
A.T. 47th Inf.
MRS. FRANCES CATUS
10220 Greentrail Dr. N.
Boynton Beach, FL 33436

We have received word
recently about three deaths.
Guess we can expect them to be
closer together and greater in
number now that we are all getting older. David Alberts died
June 5th after a lengthy illness
and Virginia Brollini, wife of
Fred Brollini died in February
from cancer. Also received
word of the death of Regis Sharbaugh on June 28th. We are
fairly close to McKeesport so
we went to the funeral. We can't
always do this because of time
and travel arrangements. Jim
Snyder also came from Pittsburgh and we both served as
pallbearers for Regis. He was
one of the originals from Ft
Bragg and went almost all the
way to Inglestadt before being
wounded and sent home. He
had kidney failure and a lot of
complications. Please put these
names in the Taps Column. I
am sure there will be a lot of M
Co 60th Inf people who will want
to drop a note to Susan Alberts
and Fred Brollini and Margie
Sharbaugh.
M Co 60th Inf
BOB BOVANIZER
14 Sabre Park
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
To: Mr. Emil J. De Donato,
Secretary Florida
Chapter
Ninth Infantry Division
Dear Emil,
I want to thank you for the refunds. From your letter, I'm
sure everyone had a good time.
As I write this note, I have a
tear in my eye. Ester and I enjoyed those get-to-gethers, but
here it must be related; Esther
passed away April 17th in
Winter Haven Hospital.
Calling hours for here were
held in Auburndale and the
following morning, my sister
and I accompanied her remains
to Syracuse. We flew out of
Orlando. In Watertown, calling
hours were held on Sunday and
the funeral and internment on
Monday. She is buried in a little
Catholic Cemetery about eight
miles north of Wate·rtown.
47th InI. A.T. Med.
ROGER GARTLAND
255 Charles St.
Watertown, NY 13601-1601
Enclosed is my check for Life
Membership. I enjoy the Octofoil very much. It brings back
many memories. Please keep
up the fine work.
Sat., 4 May '91 Albert M.
(Little man) Karre died in the
hospital in Lafayette, LA. He
served in the 39th Inf. during
the entire period of WW II (all 8
campaigns). He was wounded
once, to my knowledge, and
perhaps more. He was
decorated several .times and
was a Company Commander in
Africa, a staff officer in Sicily.
S3 of the 2nd Bn 39th Inf. and toward the end of War, Bn Exec
of the 2nd Bn 39th Inf. He was a
very popular member of the
Regiment and earned the respect and admiration of all who
knew him. He was an outstanding soldier. His wife lives in
Lafayette, where he had practiced law for many years. He
had a host of friends who join
his family in their sorrow.
I belive "Little man" was a
member of the 9th Div. Assoc.
39th Inf. A Co.
Hq. 3rd & 2nd Bn.
BG (Ret.) FRANK L. GUNN
320 Beauregard Heights
Hampton, Virginia 23669
I

JOSEPH R. COPPOLINO
13 Fountain Avenue
Albany, NY 12203
Sending you this notice on the
death of Reverend Ralton M.
SPeers. He will be missed by all
who knew him. We live in the
same part of Albany.

(Continued from page 1)
Matt Urban Story Book in
ROBERT H. RUCKER
Hofstra
University
His
205 Greenway Drive
voice, though naturally soundBryan, Texas 77801
ing ho~rse from a neck wound
Albert M. Karre', Sr. Captain
39th Infantry passed away in
that nearly destroyed his vocal
Lafayette, Louisiana on May 5,
cords during the war, was
1991. He served with distinction
strong with the aid of a
as reflected in the eight battle
microphone. The audience was
stars and eight decorations
kept spellbound, as every word
earned in North African/Eurohe projected was compelling stressing his philosophy in
pean Theaters. His outstanding
record in war 'was continued in
courage and patriotism, and
belief of a better tomorrow by
peace time community service
in Lafayette and professional
giving the best you can today.
societies throughout Louisiana.
This was the strength Matt
needed, he said, to carry him
This good soldier was a role
model in making the country
through the torturous months of
for which he fought a better
war, and to face the future displace for generations yet unability years of his life. "Stand
born. He earned professional
tall!" was his motto.
After Matt's address, Marv
degrees from Louisiana State
University and Loyola Univerthanked him for his enlightened
sity Law School.
words and then introduced
Charlie LiBretto, one of Matt's
He is survived by his wife,
Mary Agnes, five daughters, a
closest buddies in war and
son, Albert Jr. and six grandpeace to read congratulatory
children. Karre' was a charter
telegrams from retired
member of the recently formed
General's - Wiliam C. Westmoreland, Mike Kauffman,
Texas & the Greater Southwest
Chapter of the Ninth Division
Lewis "Chip" Maness and
Association.
friend, Capt. John Ryan.
As a final coincidental note to
MARTIN J. GILL
today's date of June 11 for the
2401 Pennington Road
~book presentation, Marv
Trenton, New Jersey 08638
pointed out that 47 years ago on
Enclosed is copy of letter and this same date, June 11, 1944,
a "Memorial Card" received a. the 9th Infantry Division was in
couple of days ago from Paula' the process of landing on Utah
Bako in which she advises of Beach in Normandy - and that,
her husband, George's death in
three days later, Matt would be
San Diego on May 2. George, as
in action and receive one of his
you undoubtedly know, was a
many wounds and decorations
longtime member of "G" Comfor bravery ... thus the basis for
pany, 47th Infantry.
Matt's book was born!
In her letter, Paula asks,
At the conclusion of cere"Could you let some of
monies the university invited
George's other friends know?"
all to partake of refreshments
On that basis, I am assuming
which were provided on the 9th
that she has not previousl~
floor library exhibition area
notified you or others of his
below. Marv made one final
former fellow members of the
note to the audience: for those
New York Chapter.
who had not taken the opTime, at the moment, doesn't
portunity before the presentapermit writing about "catching
tion, Matt would take orders for
up" earlier this month with Ed
his book which could only be
Janosik after some forty-eight
bought directly from Matt's
years. That is a story I'll be
publishing company. Marv
pleased to send along very
finished by thanking all that atsoon. Ed, as I remember, was
tended the ceremony, and
named Company Commander
especially thanking Adolph
of "G" Company while we were
Wadalavage and Dr. Barbara
aboard the "Dorothy Dix"
Kelly and her staff for the exenroute to North Africa. At the
cellent arrangements and
same time, Captain Bailey was
refreshments.
designated Battalion Executive
Officer. Ed was injured and
The Greater New York
evacuated at EI Guettar. Just
Area Report
recently he had a knee reOn April 19, 1991, the Greater
placement which is the culNew York Area Chapter met at
mination of his wartime injury
the Masonic Hall, 17 West 23rd
problems.
Street, NYC, for its monthly
All for now. I hope to be
meeting which began at 8 p.m.
writing again in the very near
The meeting was presided over
future.
by President Marv Levy. Discussion entailed plans for May
G Co. 47th lof.
HERMONRAHN
17 Past Presidents Night and
the Memorial Day Service and
5599 New
picnic the following day. Tony
Pisgah Forest, N.C. 28768
Probably you know by now Varone agreed to be responthat our G Company buddy sible for bringing the food and
George Bako passed away in grills to the picnic. Adolph
San Diego, California May 2nd Wadalavage would supply the
this year. George was the same rolls.
Adolph also reported on the
always, a good friend, a good
Patriotic soldier and a figher to final plans for the Matt Urban
the last.
book presentation at Hofstra
Also, I lost contact with University scheduled for June
Frank Crapanzano in February 11.
After finishing the business
1990. I finally had a letter from
his daughter that he passed agenda we held our "dark
away April 29, 1990. Please see horse" drawing for N.Y. State
'that his name and George Lottery Tickets. (So far no
Bako's are placed in Taps lucky ticket recipients have insounded.
dicated they became millionFrank was a member of Anti- aires that night.) Following the
Tank Company, 60th regiment. drawing we adjourned to the
I met him at the 1982 reunion in delicacy table.
Also attending, not menFayetteville and he was a very
good friend of mine. Frank was tioned above were: Lou
with Anti-Tank Company all the Almassy, George Apar, Bill
way through the war from the Canales, Tony DeRobertis, VinNorth Africa invasion to the cent Guglielmino, Bill Klaus,
Elbe River.
Charlie LiBretto, Dan Quinn,
I am sending some money in Joe Rzesniowicki and Art
memory of George Bako, Schmidt.
Past Presidents Night
Frank Crapanzano and always
On May 17, we celebrated our
m~ G Company buddy Jerry
annual Past Presidents Night.
Shapiro.
The Past Presidents who
attended were: Lou Almassy,
Art Schmidt, Hermino Suarez,
60th Inf.

Tony Varone, Adloph Wadalavage and Harry Wax (who
made a special effort to attend

considering his ailing condition). Conspicuously absent
were regularly attending past
presidents: Dan Quinn, Vincent
Guglielmino and Emil Langer.
(Emil was hospitalized at the
time.> Also, 'Past Presidents
not able to attend; moved; or
deceased; were remembered:
George Apar, George Bako(d),'
Vincent D'Addona(d) , Mike
Derresh, Frank Fazio, Joseph
Kearns, Matt McCormack,
Harry Meltzer(d) , John Morris,
Walter O'Keefe, Al OrletHd) ,
Harry Orenstein(d), John Rizzo
(d), Al Seely, Joe Uschak(d),
Ralph Witzkin and other dedicated officers who have served
the NY Chapter (and National
in many cases), for the benefit
of the 9th membership, here,
and everywhere.
Won't Be Forgotten
After honoring our past.
presidents we turned to other
business at hand. Some sad
news was received and members were informed: a letter
from Mrs. Paula Bako notifying
us that longtime member
George Bako had passed away.
Adolph Wadalavage i,nfor~ed
us of Reverend Speers passmg
and Art Schmidt noted that
Joseph Negrin was recently
deceased. Our condolences to
our departed comrades' families ... they won't be forgotten.
Memorial Service
At 10:30 a.m. on Saturday,
May 18, the Greater NY Area
Chapter members and ladies
met in the parking lot of the
Pinelawn National cemetery on
Long Island. Under an overcast
sky and with a cool breeze blow
ing, we assembled at 11 a.m. for
the march to the main flag pole
and the Memorial Service area.
George Brown was the standard bearer leading the march,
flanked by Tony Varone who
carried the red, white and blue
floral Octofoil wreath, contributed by the 9th's friend, florist
George Dana.
Upon reaching the main flag
memorial service area, NY
Chapter President Marv Levy
called for a hand salute and
pledge of allegiance. Following
the pledge, Marv, at a lectern,
gave the invocation which was
supplied by our resident
chaplain, George Apar, who
could not attend.
Members and ladies (36
attended) were seated and
Marv introduced Dennis Kuhl,
Director of the' Pinelawn National Cemetery. Mr. Kuhl welcomed the Ninth men with bits
of information of the 9th Infantry Division's WWII history.
Mary then gave a short address memorializing our departed comrades who had given'
their full measure of devotion in
war, and of the comrades who
have since passed on ... those of
us still living will always perpetuate their memory.
To conclude the service, Taps
were sounded, supplied by Tony
Varone from an audio tape and
loudspeaker. After services
those who wished to, drove a little distance to Bethpage State
Park to have a picnic. A good
time was had by all with plenty
of hamburgers, franks, sausages, beer and soda provided
by the chapter. Tony Varone
and Adolph Wadalavage as
always, did a masterful job
arranging the picnic fare.
Our next meeting will be held
on September 13, the 2nd Fri.day of the month instead of the
regular 3rd Friday due to the
closeness of the Milwaukee Reunion dates Sept. 19-21.
Marvin Levy
Co. A 60th Inf.
2044 Ellen Drive
Merrick, NY 11566
Art Schmidt, NY
Secretary
69-20 69th St.
Glendale, NY 11385
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ILLINOIS CHAPTER
NEWLETTER
The Illinois Chapter held
their Memorial Day services at
the Maryhill Cemetery at the
grave site of Eugene Dillman.
ilL" Co. 60th Inf. Among those
present were many Illinois
members, his widow, Dorothy,
son, Floyd and his fiance Beth,
and some neighbors. The services were conducted by our
President, Dave Heller with invocations by John Clouser, our
Chaplain Lew Gray, and
myself. The color guards were
Paul Clark and Roger Elmer.
Taps were furnished by Bill
Hennemuth. The ceremony was
very impressive. After services, we all ajourned to the
Red Apple Restaurant for a
delicious Polish meal.
EXTEND SYMPATHY
The Illinois Chapter extends
their deepest sympathy to Paul
Clark in the loss of his mother.
Just prior to this, Lorrain Clark
also lost her mother. Our
prayers and thoughts are with
them.
COMMITTEE MEETING
We held a committee meeting
for the reunion in July at the
Grand Milwaukee Hotel. The
hotel gave us a print out of the
members attending and we are
pleased with the numbers. The
pre-registrations are coming in
daily. We urge everyone to send
in their pre-registrations to
facilitate a smooth registration
when your arrive in Milwaukee.
Also a reminder to the Ladies to
get their reservations in for the'
Ladies Auxiliary Breakfast and
Fashion Show to Ellie Taubner.
OUT STATE REUNION
After the reunion, we will be
looking forward to our Out
State Reunion with the
Michigan Chapter and Midwest
members. It will be held at the
Holiday Inn in Angola, Indiana
on October 18th and 19th.
Reservations can be made
directly with the Hotel. The
Michigan Chapter will host the
reunion again this year. All are
welcome.
Looking forward to seeing a
good number of members and
friends at the Reunion in
Milwaukee. Have a safe trip.
Respectfully,
Michael Belmonte
1161 S. Lombard
Oak Park, 11: 60304'

-------------~---------_.CORPORATE REPORT
FROM DELAWARE
VALLEY CHAPTER
Our pre-summer dinner was
held on Sunday, May 19, at the
Woodbine Inn in New Jersey.
Our outgoing President, Red
Mac Dougall, thanked everyone
for his or her support during his "
tenure. Tony Soprano was surprised by a second dinner which
he devoured without seeking
anyone's help. The dinner was
delicious and a fine time was
had by all.
Election of Officers
Elections for officers was
held at this meeting. Our new
President is Pat De Colli, our
Vice President is Nick
D'Agostino, and yours truly remains Secretary. Last but not
least, John Sabato remains
"Keeper of the Vault" - our
Treasurer. We have not decided
on our new board member to
replace Nick D'Agostino. There
were so many conversations going on simultaneously, you
could hardly hear yourself
think.
Annual Picnic
Our annual picnic has been
scheduled for the last Sunday in
August. It will be held on
August 25 and, once again,
Sarah and Nick D' Agostino
have graciously invited us to
hold the picnic at their home in
Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
One of our members Ed
Koneski, is recovering fr~m a
recent "bug" that bit him. We
hope he'll soon be out on the golf
links with a club in one hand
and a camera in the other,
ready to do his thing. Get well
soon, Ed.'
Regrettably
Regettably, I have one last
report to make. We have lost
LOl,J Netta who was a real, diehard, dedicated member of our
Ninth Infantry Division
Association, and who I grew
very close to as the years went
by. Our sympathy is extended
to his lovely wife, Julie. He will
be sadly missed at our reunions, which he always attended religiously.
ALBERT PERNA
Secretary
Delaware Valley Chapter
Company "H", 39th Infantry
2642 S. Juniper St.
Philadelphia,Pa.19148

Michiga" Chapter
There is much to write but
getting started on these hot
summer days is a problem.
~so there is much to cover go109 back to April.
That month found us meeting
at the home of Bill and Suzanne
DeBruyne
at St. Clair Shores ,
·

M1.

There were only nineteen in
attendance but that did not
dampen the good time that was
had by all.
Suzanne DeBruyne made her
"Apricot Delight". I don't know
if that is the name given it but I
find it a delight to eat.
In May we had our Annual
~emorial Service at the grave
SIte of John Obermiller in Bay
City, Mi. We met for brunch
and then motored to the
cemetery for the laying of
flowers, prayers by myself and
our president Ed. Wisniewski.
T~ps were played by Allen
ZIrkle a friend of mine.
June found us at the home of
Matt and Jennie Urban. They
opened their summer place on
Lake Michigan for the weekend.
August will find the troops
gathering at the home of Ed.
~nd Ma~garet Wisniewski. This
IS always a treat as the corn is
~ea~y and Ed. obliges by pick109 It fresh after we arrive and
cookinll it at once. No better
treat

. Then October brings us to
our Out State meeting at the
Holiday Inn in Angola. In.
This is a "must do" for all
Mid Michigan party lovers. WE
?o have a good time and the joy
IS great when a "first timer"
walks in and sees a face he
hasn't seen·" for 45 or more
years.
This year we meet on October
18th & 19th. 40 rooms have been
reserved along with rooms
160-162 as hospitality rooms.
T?e Sat~rday Evening Banquet
WIll be 10 the combined Lake
Charles and Tile Banquet
~ooms. Room rates are King
smgles $50.40. King double
$57.60. Double Single $46.80 and
double $54.00. A 7% tax is added
to all rates given. E-ach person
must make their own reservation with the inn. Be sure to advise the clerk that you are with
the 9th Div. Party to get the
above rates. The phone at the
inn is 1-2019-665-9471.
Rodger E. Alsgaard Sec'y.
Mich. Chapter
2834 Wynes Street
Saginaw, Mi 48602

1991 Reunion
Milwaukee
Sept 19·21

NEW JERSEY CHAPTER
At our last meeting held at
the Amvets Post in Nutley we
decided to hold our an~ual
dinner-dance on either the
Saturday or Sunday after Labor
Day. After closer inspection
and discussing the date with
some of our active Jewish
members, we agreed that this
date was too close to Rosh
Hashana. Therefore we decided
to push the date back to after
the national reunion to October
5, 1991. That way we will be able
to include all our members and
it will also be at a time whe~ we
can expect to have mild
weather. The event will be held
in the Moose Club hall of Bound
Brook between 1: 00 and 6: 00
PM, and will include a live band
playing our kind of music for
our dancing pleasure. We chose
the daylight hours because
many of our members prefer to
avoid the night hours for driving. We expect a good turnout
at this affair. It is open to all
Ninth Infantry Division Association members and their
friends. New Jersey members
will be receiving tickets in the
mail in the very near future. We
have kept the price down to
$12.50 per ticket, which is a
great bargain these days for a
co~plete dinner only, let alone
a lIve band. Please get your
returns back to me as· soon as
possible so I can give a deposit
right away. If any members or
friends from outside New
Jersey care to participate, send
me $12.50 for each ticket
desired, and I will forward your
tickets. All money is refundable
up to the 28th of September. We
are looking forward to a gala
event.
Regards to all.
Ed Hopkins
110 Hollywood Avenue
Metuchen, NJ 08840
ATTENTION
15TH ENGINEERS
Because we did not rent a
"CP" suite in Orlando. I still
have a few dollars that was sent
but no where near enough - I
have reserved a hospitality
suite for Thursday-19 Sept. but
will accept financial help for
Friday and Saturday.
By the time you read this I
should have mailed out raffle
tickets to the members whose
addresses I have.
Will we have our own "CP"?
Henry Santos
9811 Connechusett Rd.
Tampa, FL 33617-4517
Co. I and Service Co.
CALVIN H. HARMS
231 E. Madison Ave.
Dumont, NJ 07628
On June 15, Albert A.
Micolucci of Service Co. 47th
Inf. died of a heart attack.
Para-Medics tried to save him
but he died peacef~ly in hi~
home.
He did so much for our moral
from 1942 in Mrica to 1945 in
Germany, with a great smile,
humor that had everyone smiling, always sharing anything he
had with someone, great devotion to his family and God. We
will all miss him so very much
and his memory will long be
with us.
M Co. 47th Inf.
WM. EVANS
200 Adams Street
Providence, Ky 42450
Enclosed is my subscription
for another year. Enjoy reading
the paper and keeping up with
the members of my unit.
I spent 18 days in the hospital
in April, but I'm home recover-

ing now.
Always enjoy Red Phillips'
comments on Company M, as
that was my unit.
Keep up the good work.

TEXAS & THE GREATER
LADIES CORNER
SOUTHWEST
Well, 43 confirmed registraNOW LISTEN UP! '"
tions are better than the 9 I had
"OLD RELIABLES,"
on April 17th, but still a long
FIRST ANNUAL CHAPTER
way from the 150 we would love
MEETING ... ,August 21. 1991
to see packing the Hotel's
Place: Howard Johnson's; 903
CREOLE ROOM at 9:30 AM on
N. Collins Avenue; Arlington,
September 20th for our Vintage
Texas 76011
Fashion Show Breakfast. So,
PROGRAM:
we have a deadline for you. If
Member's Meeting, Arlington
you do not get your $10.00 check
Room '" 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
to me by Tuesday, September
Social Hour: Reflections Bar
3rd (Labor Day is September
... 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
2nd), I cannot guarantee you a
Dinner: Riviera Room ... 5:30
seat for the show. You may be
to 6:30 p.m.
out of luck and not get in since I
Ballgame: Texas Rangers
must telephone a count to the
vs. Baltimore, Arlington StadHotel by Thursday, September
ium ... 7:35p.m.
5th. Therefore, please make
HOTEL RESERVATIONS:
your check out to "Ladies AuxPlease make direct. By maililiary 9th Div. Association" and
Address above: By telephone,
mail to me, Ellie Taubner at
817-261-3621 OR 1-800-759-9401.
my address listed below. I must
Special Rates: $58.89 per room
add that Joe and I are visiting
provided we have at least TEN
out son, Steve, and family in
reservations. If less than TEN
Maine for the last two weeks in
reservations, the rate will be
August so get those checks to
$60.79. Rates include room tax.
me right away, even before you
Procedure for reservations:
read the rest of this OC1. Identify yourself as an atTOFOIL!
tendee of Ninth Infantry Divi"POLLYANNA" GIFT
sion Association. 2. Mail your
Since we are going to have a
check or by phone provide
business meeting too at this
Credit Card Number for ONE
Breakfast, there are some very
night's lodging guarantee. DO
important items to remember:
IT NOW! Early reservations
1) Please bring a "Pollyanna"
will help all of us. Deposits
gift with you - something nice,
must be received by August 6 ...
cute, inexpensive and/or
little one's are free! Come a
useful, wrapped up, to be rafflday early or stay a day late.
ed off, with all proceeds going
Other attractions in the area
into our Auxiliary Treasury 2)
are: Six Flags Over Texas with
Think about a Veteran's
outstanding rides, shows and
Hospital/Home near you or you
exhibits; Wax Museum'
know about, to which we can
Ripley's Believe It or Not:'
send a check out of that
many additional attractions i~
Treasury. We still have a
the Metro-Plex Area ... exb~lance in our Treasury, so
pecially Children's Museum in
WIth the Pollyanna Raffle and
Ft. Worth.
our big Banquet Raffle proBALLGAME:
ceeds, we should be able to help
Arlington Stadium '" Texas
Veterans' Hospital even more
Rangers vs Baltimore Orioles
than we did last year. 3) To help
at 7:35 p.m. It is suggested that
with selling raffle tickets, I am
we sit as a group in the Reservcalling for Volunteers. Not just
ed Box Seats for $12.00 per perthe ladies who always help, like
son. If 25 or more attend there
Wanda
Preston,
Carol
will be a discount of $1.00 per
Saunders, Lorraine Clark
person.
other ladies, and the officers'
but those of you who can spar~
PETE RICE, JK
an hour, or 1/2 hour of your time.
Route Two; Box 258
Please? My husband will apKaufman, Texas 75142
preciate that very much, thank
Teleph9ne: (214) 932-7589
you! 4) Please also think of
MISCEL'LANEOUS:
volunteering for our elections
Directions to Hotel: Highway
this year. Vice-President Mary
30 - Exit Collins Avenue (HighBrasington becomes President
way 157) One mile South ...
this year, Ruth Lees has the
hotel on left (East) side of
avenue. Highway 20 - Exit #451 name of a lady for VicePresident; I will stay on as
Collins Avenue (Highway #157)
and go 5.1 miles North. Hotel on Treasurer for another two
years, so that only leaves the
Right (East) SIde.
Social Hour: NO HOST cash Secretary and Chaplain's ofbar for all. NOTE: We can fices open. They really do not
shorten Social Hour if meeting involve a lot of work. You do not
runs over but should stay with have to know short-hand, but
dinner schedule because of the good hearing helps very much
ballgame! NOT ATTENDING when the ladies become vocal!
BALLGAME? The bar is quite We only meet once a year too.
large for socializing in the eve- Our present Secretary, Connie
ning. Also the lobby can be used Koneski has done yeoman duty
... or sit around the pool and for four years, and we cannot
ask her to take the job again,
people watch!
YOU-ALL come now and can we? So g~ve it some
relive the old days with thought?
I thank Ruth Lees and Wanda
"Hitler's Nemesis" BUDDIES.
Pete Rice, Jr. Chairman •Preston very much for their
Gordon A. Schneider, help in getting all this informaCo-Chairman tion to you, and for keeping me
Co M 47th In£.
informed on members. I hope
BILL KOWALCZYK
that all those husbands and
30 Marlborough
wives who have been ill, will be
Chicopee Falls, MA 01020
sufficiently recovered to have
A 79 year old man went to his fun again at the Reunion.
doctor for a physical examinaPERSONAL NOTE
tion. After the exam the doctor
I will end on a personal note.
said that he was surprised to Our lives have gotten a little
see such a healthy 79 year old quieter since April, daughter
and asked, 'How old was your Rosemary had her baby on
father when he died?' The old June 1st - a hefty 9lbs. 7 oz. boy,
man said, 'Did I say he died? Ryan Jack. Grandma spent a
-He's 99 years old and in good week up there in New Hamphealth.' So the doctor says, ~hire, cooking, cleanding, sew'Well, how old was your grand- 109, etc. so Mama coudl get a
father when he died?' The old little rest.
man said, 'Did I say he died? Our hotel reservation, strip
-He's 119 years old and got mar- tickets, and airplane reservaried last week.' In amazement tions are all in - are yours?
the doctor said, 'Now why in the Take care and see you in
world would he want to do September!
Ellie Taubner, Treasurer
that?' - And the old man
replied, 'Did I say he wanted
85 Smith Avenue
to?'
Bergenfield, NJ 07621
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M COMPANY CHRONICLER (47TH)
Many years ago before he fixed up an anuerism on his aordied our Company Clerk Vince ta, (Sounds like something
Udovitch wrote me thaton~ day from Tin Pan Alley) so Bill's
in Bizerta I borrowed his por- love life was on the backburner
table to type something and got as of that writing. Not so with
called away, leaving the paper Don Kothe who wrote l~st May
in his machine. He read it of that he has a date all lmed up
course. It said: "As the bright for Milwaukee.
Mrican sun swept the green
C.P. Room
valley floor we could look out
Speaking of ~hich, Bill Hor~n
across the open and see EI writes that we re all set up wIth
Guettar - our major first bat- a hospitality room at the Grand
tle was about to begin."
Milwaukee Hotel for the one
Well that piece took a while to night on Sept. 20-21. Bill says
get out of my system ("green" it's on the 6th floor but he didn't
valley floor fell by the mention in the Grand includes
wayside). "EI Guettar-Crucible elevators. We'll supply oxygen
of Leadership" has gone to on request. Anyone interested
press and at Milwaukee I'll be in chipping in for this activity
peddling it at my little table in might send Bill a check made
the lobby - $10 a pop, plus $1.25 out to "Co M, 47th Inf."
for p. & h. if you won't be at the
My M Company mail and
Reunion.
calls have been a little light this
I don't consider the project quarter but that was O~
entirely finished. I'm still not because there was plenty m
clear on some of the terrain connection with the EI Guettar
details so I want to go back and project. Not the least instand on the groW}d again. teresting of these was a phone
Also the command arrange- call from a guy in Phoenix who
ments of the Germans and identified himself as with the
Italians at Hill 290 ("Stellung police and wanted to know all
Mirbott" as they called it) are about my visits there. It seems
still not positive because I have that someone using the name
not yet been able to dig up any Phillips had been in town and
Italian veterans of that par- done a hit job on a local wealthy
ticular sector affair.
widow. This Gordon Phillips
So I'll keep pecking away at had taken his time sizing up his
it. Meanwhile, I'll have this lit- work, purporting a writer's intle book out and maybe it will terest in her former husband's
stir up even more interest. The WWII experience as a POW.
project has been an all-c~nsum- The d~tective'~ c.heck with
ing orie,' particularly m the veteran s orgamz~t~ons turned
mechanics of putting it together up my own inqwnes after a
"camera-ready" for the former POW and so there we
printer. "I'm grateful for all were. Happily, the ?ther
the wonderful guys with whom Phillips was not so long m the
I'd been in touch. Who would fang as this old dog so I fell off
have thought, after so long, that the list of suspects. If any~ne
there were so many waiting to comes across a GordonPhilhps
get things off their chests. For a allegedly researching military
while it was like shaking a rusty history, Det. Richard Fuqua of
barrel - stuff spouting out all the Phoenix P.D. would be glad
over.
to hear from you. There's a
Sorry To Report
$35,000 reward so that ought to
Another subject: I'm sorry to take carfe of the phone bill.
report that, as he had
A salute to "Colonel Ben"
predicted, Orin Shell won't see Bennick. After our failing to get
another deer season. John the VA to give us a gratis check
Knight wrote that a neighbor of of their records for missing
Orin's had phoned that he died M-ers, he raised enough cash
on June 3rd. M's "most senior from family and friends to pay
citizen," as he proudly signed the fee required to look up
off his letters to me, was a about half of them. The VA has
damned good man and he rates their money so we'll see, in due
a big salute from us all.
course, how many we find.
A correction on Claude We're checking for those who
Fields' address - fix your served longest with M.
rosters!
1602 N.E. 36th Ct.
That's it for now, gang. I hope
Ocala, FL 32670
to see a great bunch of you in
(904) 629-6946
Milwaukee. Ciao!
Tenon Tiger
And there came a salutation
from the Duke of Chicopee who
now says, "Call me the Teflon
Tiger." They opened up Bill
Kowalczyk last February and

Red Phillips
14002 Hemlock Dr.
Penn Valley, CA, 95946

M. Company 47th men in Safi (N. Africa) in 1942. To the
left of US Sailer, Nick Schein (deceased) and extreme
right, Orin Shell, kneeling Mike Yamnitsky of Lyndora,
Pa. A couple of Arab youngsters in the background and a
Legionaire Soldier in front to add a little local color to
photo.

COMPANY "F"
47TH INFANTRY

Once again I am the bearer of
sad news. Otto Kanach of Fort
Bragg days departed this vale
of tears last month. Jack Finnigan and I paid our respects to
his lovely wife Dolores and
their two sons at the viewing.
Otto was with us at Fort Bragg
and was wounded at EI Guettar
and once again in Sicily. He was
sent back to the hospital in
North Mrica where he finished
the war doing security for one
of those port battalions. Lucy
and I had dinner with Otto and
Dolores a couple of years ago
and they were in Jersey visiting
their son who lives in Roselle
Park. They were living in Lake
Worth, Florida, at the time of
Otto's death. They had definitely intended to attend the Orlando reunion, but Otto's failing
health prevented them from
joining us. I extended the sympathies of the "F" Company
people to the family.
Here Not Here
George King calls a couple
times a month to report in.
George has been spending a
great deal of time visiting his
kids in New York state, and
North Carolina, and Pennsylvania. While he is in Phelps,
he spends much of his time
fishing in Lake Canandaigua,
and collecting his winnings at
the Finger Lakes Race Track.
He reports that his health is
good, and staying busy keeps
him trim and happy.
I had lunch with Finnigan last
week at a Chi-Chi's located a
couple miles from me. In May
Jack and I spent a couple days
in Atlantic City, introducing my
niece and her girl friend to the
wicked ways of the gamblers.
Jack had more freebies than a
Bowery denizen. He spent more
time running from casino to
casino collecting all his goodies
than he spent on the boardwalk.
We watched one of our Arab
friends reserve a craps table
for his own private use and then
proceed to lose a few hundred
thousand bucks. He looked
suspiciously like the guy that
Lou Matey sold his mattress
cover to in Safi. Somebody did
say he thought that the man
was a cloth merchant from the
Near East. Maybe it was Lou
who got him started in
business.
Frank Gonzol has been on the
shelf for a little while after an
eye operation. He had a lens
replace, and the last I spoke
with him, the eye was coming
along fine. He continues to have
a circulation problem, but I
believe he is going to try to live
with that.
I called Bob DeSandy a couple times, but no one answered
the phone. I understand he has
things pretty much in order for
the '92 reunion.
Lou Slatanick and I chat on
the phone about once a weeK or
so.
Lou has been very busy running fund raisers and dinners
for the retirement home of the
congregation to which he
belongs. In fact he was so busy
with his duties that they barely
had time for a visit with
Marion's sister who was in the
states on a tour with a group
from Great Britain.
Jack Healy made it to the
May meeting of the New Jersey
Chapter.
Everything is in order for the
CP at Milwaukee. Lucy and I
already' bought our tickets on
Midwest Air. Midwest has the
only non-stop flight out of
Newark, and Danny assures me
that it is the best way to go. He
flies Midwest when he visits his
son in Wi"sconsin.
Get your reservations in for
the Milwaukee reunion. It
should be a good one.
Ed Hoppie Hopkins
110 Hollywood Avenue
Metuchen, NJ 08840

"To "B" (47th) or Not to "B"

Before you look at the bottom
of this column for Pat Morano's
name, I must tell you that he
did not write this one - I, Ellie
Taubner did. Pat called me on
June 22nd; he was going into
the hospital on July 3rd for
some surgery, and would I
please write the column for
him? Well, I couldn't refuse
him, so I sahlI try my best. Of
necessity I will be brief, as I
just finished writing the
LADIES CORNER column.
News from Pat - Joe
Cichocki called, Stella went into
the Hospital in June, but they
still will make the Reunion.
John Campagnone had eye
cataract surgery and can't
make the trip to Milwaukee. I
don't think he likes to fly, and
driving is out of the question.
John, we will miss you. Chick
Cecchini and his lovely wife,
Julie, had their reservations in
for the Reunion, when their son,
Ronnie gave them a 50th Wedding Anniversary Gift of a trip
to Europe, starting on
September 18th. They are up
here in Paramus, NJ visiting
their son for the summer now
(they live in Florida the rest of
the year) and called Joe and me
with the news in June. We shall
miss them very much, but oh
such a wonderful gift!! Now,
who will I Waltz with? I hope
that everybody else in Company B shows up to see the
Hospitality Room that Oren
Shockley so generously has
reserved for our Company.
Thank you so much Oren. Now,
we ladies won't have to sit on
the beds when we get together!
And we are hoping that those
missing from the Orlando Reunion will show up in
Milwaukee; namely: Joe &
Edie Podany, Les & Clara
Campen, Stan & Florence
Adowski, Ed & Helen Sarnocinski, Olga Palega, and Dennis
Canedy. If I missed your name,
please come anyway! Of
course, Rose & Joe Harvilla,
Chuck & Joyce Munger, Bob &
Moira Moore, Pat & Anne
Morano, Tony & Pauline Manzolilla, Joe & Stella Cichocki,
Oren & Estie Shockley, and Joe
and yours truly will be there
too, once more enjoy old
friends, good times, and fond
memories. I'll even bring pictures of the latest member of
the Taubner Clan: Ryan Jack
Nitz, 9 lbs. 7 oz baby boy born
to daughter Rosemary and husband, Bob on June 1st up in
Laconia, New Hampshire. He is
Fat and Beautiful and he is our
8th Grandchild!
So, until September 19th,
keep healthy (at least walking)
and we'll see yon in Milwaukee.
Ellie Taubner
(Joe's Better Half)
85 Smith Avenue
Bergenfield, NJ 07621
EI Guettar:
Crucible of Leadership
by "Red" Phillips
(the M Company
Chronicler)
About the 9th's first go
against the Germans during WWII. What really
happened! Factual oral
history by those who
were there and remember. Myths examined!
Faults exposed! Available at the 9th's
Milwaukee Reunion, or
write to Phillips at 14002
Hemlock Dr., Penn
Valley CA 95946. $11.25
inc. p. & h. Paperback,
80pp w/maps, photos &
indet. Available for mailing after Oct. It 1991.

9TH MEDICAL BATTALION
Reunion
The 8th annual reunion was
held in Asheville, NC at the
Holiday Inn West the weekend
of May 3-5. Asheville, known as
the "Land of the Sky," is·
located in a famous mountain
nresort area between the Great
Smoky and Blue Ridge Mountains 2000 feet above sea level.
There are many attractions in
this beautiful and scenic area,
some of which were visited by
members of our group.
While driving south from
Rochester, NY we witnessed
and admired nature unfolding
its beauty. When we started
south our trees and shrubs
barely showed any signs of life.
As we continued south signs of
Spring became evident and by
the end of our first day of
travel, the blossoms and
greenery were everywhere.
John Lewis called to a get-together the former "Old
Reliables" Medical Battalion
Buddies. The greatest number
to date "28" answered the call.
14 from "C" Co Alex Balough,
Stanley & Helen Busta,
Chalmus & Greta Cochran,
Aldor & Vicky Cook, Charles &
Barbara Denton, Fred &
Phyllis Dick, James & Marie
Fite, Dr. A.G. & Beulah Floyd,
Joe & Marian Kash, John
Klooz, Andrew & Anna Kopach
and sister Anna Kopach, John &
Louise Lewis, Carl & Louise
Motley and Family (Virginia,
Kay & Chris), Ralph Palermo
and Sue Johnstone; 6 from "B"
Co. Ernie & Dorothy Bartroff,
Donald & Cynthia Hyde, John
& Mrs. Laubach, Roy & Marjoire LeBlanc, Peter Radichio,
George & Catherine Stein; 5
from "A" Co. Willie & Euna
Bobbitt, Tandy & Lois Frazier,
Dexter & Jackie Hillman,
Oliver & Ruth Karnes, John &
Betty Vranesic; 3 from "Hqrs"
Sab & Virginia Agostinelli, Bill
& Bertha Carson, Joe & Marion
Medea. The following were
welcomes for their first reunion: the Bartroffs', the Bobbitts', the Hillmans' and the
LeBlancs'. Congratulations to
all the above. Other members
who were unable to attend due
to personal circumstances are
aEked to keep in touch with
.John Lewis.
We all had a great time
renewing friendships, getting
acquainted with the new
members, taking pictures, talking, recollecting past experiences and brousing through
picture albums. For the
highlight of our get-to-gether,
all members, their wives,
families, relatives and a widow
gathered in the CP room. John
Lewis called the meeting to
order and led us in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag of the
United States of America. He
ten introduced those attending
their first reunion and then took
care of business matters.
John then called upon our
Charles Denton to conduct our
memorial service which he
does so ably and effectively. He
led us in silent prayers to to pay
respect and homage not only
for the Divisions 4581 left
behind in Mrica and Europe,
but for those who have since
gone to their eternal rest,
especially the beloved of our
Battalion. Our most recent loss
was Ira C. Benton of "B" Co.
Our belated sympathy to the
families, relatives and friends.
the ceremony and meeting was
adjourned and followed by picture taking, sightseeing and
shopping.
All former Battalion
members, who are not on John
Lewis's mailing list, are asked
to send him their name, address and unit to 211 Midland
Street, Shelbyville, TN 37160.
Sab Agostinelli, Hqrs.

OCALA, FLORIDA
MORE THAN JUST
"HORSE COUNTRY" .
Florida Chapter Members
discovered that Ocala, the
county seat of Marion County,
is lllore than "Just a horse farm
country." They saw a clean city
with charming, characteristic
homes dating back to the turn
of the century. They saw a
.. modern city with its giant shopping centers.
Over 40 members attended
the April 19, 20 and 21 Spring
Meeting of the Florida Chapter
which was headquartered in the
DAYS INN PADDOCK PARK
Hotel located on State Road 200
in Ocala, Fl. Counting wives,
sweethearts and guests, the
total reached over 85.
Secretarial Desk, etc. were all
set up the day before by Chairman Emil De Donato with the
help of Joe Williams, Henry
Santos and their wives. AntPony Bolognese was the other'
"day early" arrival.
About 11:30 A.M., Roland E.
Senkel, who served with Co. E,
47th Infantry, set up his
musical console and started
playing melodious songs oil his
guitar.
... the merriment
contmued until 3: 30 in the afternoon.
At 4:00 P.M. it was time to
assemble a car convoy to go to
the Holiday House· Restaurant
for an early supper. Chairman
De Dona to arranged to have a
motorcycle policeman at the
entrance of the hotel in order to
make sure that all cars exited
the Hotel Parking lot safelv.
Following the dinner, the convoy proceeded to the OCALA
CIVIC THEATRE located less
than a quarter mile from the •
restaurant. There the group
saw a halarious comedy entitled "SOCIAL SECURITY."
It was back to the hotel by
10:15 P.M. where the hotel
management had complimentary coffee, milk and cookies
waiting for the group. Those
who prefered the hard stuff or
cold drinks found them plentiful
in the Hospitality Room. Emil
De Donato, with the able
assistance of qis wife Audrey,
led some members in "Party
Games" which produced much
fun and many laughs. It was
close to midnight before the
crowd retired to their rooms.
A complimentary Continental
Breakfast on Saturday morning
was provided by DAyS INN.
Following breakfast, the men
met in the large conference
room for their meeting while
the women met in the Hospitality Room.
The Meeting Highlights were
(1) the choosing of West Palm
Beach for the location of the October Chapter Meeting. Joseph
Kearns and Henry Santos
volunteered to explore hotel
and other facilities. (More
about this event in future issues
of the OCTOFOIL), (2) The
Chapter Officers election were
held with the same slate remaining in power.

Immediately following both
meetings, Audrey De Donato,
with the help of a few auxiliary
women, set up a cold-cut luncheon with all the trimmings at
one end of the large room.
Tables and chairs were arranged in two parallel rows while.
good ole Roland Senkel quickly
set up his gear supplying the
group with luncheon music. Roland Senkel joined the 9th Division in France and was wounded in the battle of Aachen, Germany. Cole Gronseth, who
underwent surgery recently,
joined the group for .his luncheon as well as John Elichko.

By 4:00 P.M. things started to
quiet down as it was time for
some to rest ... or go visiting ...
sightseeing, etc., prior to getting dressed for the Saturday
Night Dinner. This took place
promptly at 6:00 P.M. in the
large Conference Room.
Emil De Donato, Chairman of
this affair, also acted as the
Master of Ceremonies. He called upon Chaplain Act Schneider
to lead the group in a prayer.
Several annourlcements were
made prior to the dinner.
Following the meal, De Donato
acknowledged and thanked a
number of members for their
presence and their help. He was
particularly grateful to his
wife, Audrey, who helped
tremendously with the planning, the bookkeeping, the
reservations, the meals, etc.
during the past months which
went into making this affair a
-big success.
Chairman De Donato then
introduced William "Bill"
Whorf as the main speaker. Bill
served with the 1st Marine Division as a Platoon Leader in the
Pacific Theatre of Operations.
Bill is an Ocala resident who
has volunteered during the past
8 years to help the Hospice
Marion County, Inc. Organization. '
Chairman De Donato thanked
Bill Whorf for his wonderful
talk then called upon Joe
Williams to make a presentation of gifts to the hard-working
women who helped make the
1990 National Reunion that was
held in Orlando, Florida, such a
success. They were: Dotti
Williams, Eva Santos, Beryl
Pappas, Barbara Berman,
Dorothy Fleming, Dolores Van
Der Poel and Audrey De
Donato.
Following Joe William's presentation, De Donato announced
a raffle drawing to be held.
Five wood carvings of the state
of Florida with a clock insert
made by member Tony Manzolilla were shown and
displayed, while the group purchased tickets. The lucky winners were: Arnold Tomanek;
Max Auerbach; Ed Gray;
Peter Zullo and Otto Geyer.
Josephine Manzolilla won one
of the wood carvings that her
husband made but re-entered it
into the drawing. Instead she
received a substitute gift.
De Donato was fortunate to
engage a Mrs. Elsie Miller, who
together with her husband Bill,
set up her piano keyboard,
amplifier system.
Songstress Joyce Blackburn
took to the "mike" again and
did a good job. The members
received an additional treat
when member John Schriffen
sang "When your old wedding
ring was new."
... and so it was with the 1991
Spring Meeting of the Florida
Chapter.
To those Florida Chapter
Members who haven't been to
any of these Chapter Meetings,
we urge you to make every effort to come to the October
Meeting that is being planned to
meet in West Palm Beach.
Also, a cordial invitation is extended to any member of the
9th Infantry Division· Association ~II veterans who may
be commg to Florida in October
during the time of our meeting
to join us for a two day fun ac~
tivity. The OCTOFOIL will
carry. more details as the time
approaches however if you wish
more information beforehand
contact Henry Santos, 9811 N:
Connechusett Rd., Tampa,
Florida 33617 phone: (813)
985-5444.
Emil J. De Donato, Secretary'
Dunnellon, Florida

NINTH SIGNAL CO.
The Ninth Signal Company,
Ninth Division of WWII, will be
ha ving their reunion on
September 3rd to September
6th, of 1991. Arrival date will be
the 3rd, and departure date the
6th. It will be Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. This reunion
will be held at BIRD-IN-HAND
MOTOR INN-RESTAURANT,
PA. It will be located in the
center of the Amish Farmlands, Lancaster, Pa. In every
room will be free coffee, tea
and cocoa, at your convenience.
Indoor and outdoor pools, large
recreation room, hot tubs,
bakery, and free bus tours that
will take you through the Amish
country. You will be able to see
and buy the. many handcrafts
that are being made. Seeing the
beautiful Amish country, is a
beautiful sight that you will
never forget.
For everyone that had received their reservation slip, the
price since then has been reduced to seven dollars less.
We hope that the above
paragraph will encourage all
our comrades to join together
as ONE UNIT and join us in
Lancaster in September 1991.
We want all SIGNAL MEN to
join us. In this reunion, we are
all leaders. We will all join
together to make this reunion
the best and one we will always
remember.
We feel that this reunion will be
needed. We have had sons that
were in the service, some of us
had several sons in Viet Nam,
now our sons and grandsons are
now serving our country as we
did. Comrades, we do have a lot
in common.
During our last reunion, we
have decided that there are a
lot of our Buddies that we
haven't contacted, so let us find
them and bring them back into
our group where they belong.
Please send your reservation
to: Bird In Hand, Motor Inn
Restaurant, Inc., Box B, BirdIn-Hand, Pa. 17505. Or contact:
Ralph Mercer, 338 Edmonds
Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa 19026; Zigmond (DOC) Pazyra, 21
Seaview Ave., Malden, Ma.
02148; Bill Shaner, Box 103,
Barnsville, Pa. 18214.
Or contact any comrade of
the Ninth Signal Co., Ninth
Division. Please remember
that our wives enjoy the reunion, and they really put all
their love and time into it to
show how much they care.
The Ninth Signal Company,
Ninth Division have joined
together as one unit. This is the
way it always was and it should
be forever. So, any past difference should be forgotten. We
all need each other. We have
put hundreds of hours into our
reunions, this does not make us
important, it makes us a humble, loving and caring Buddy.
So, let us all work together to
make our reunion, a strong one.
God Bless,
Chuck Hodges
Box 637
Gouldsboro, Pa. 18424

Hdq. Co~ 1st Bn.
Co. A 60th Inf.
DYER E. HONEYCUTT
3192 Anchor Drive
Southside, AL 35901
I was camping in a campsite
at Lake Guntersville, one of the
largest man made lakes in the
U.S. I noticed a camper with a
POW tag on it, I asked the
owner if he was the POW? he
said he was. I asked where'?
The long conversation began.
He was with F Co. 60th Inf. until
the crossing of the Meuse river,
at which time he was captured
by the Germans. Being with the
1st Bn., I crossed the Meuse at
the same area and can
remember well the battle, it
was at the Meuse River where
the 1st Bn. 8-5 Major Brown
was killed.
My Co. F friend turned out to
be: JESSIE M. YOUNG, 1018
Minor St., Birmingham, AL
35224.
My wife and I have been back
to Germany five times since
WWII. We will be leaving July
26th for another trip to Europe
for four weeks, most of which
will be spent in Germany. Four
years ago I took my dad with
me, we toured the beaches and
other battle areas of the Ninth.
He is now 91 and still wonders
how anyone could have lived
through some of the battles.
My wife and I toured the
U.S.S.R. from Leningrad to
Khabarovsk near the U.S.S.R.
East Coast. We traveled on the
Siberian Express 3-days and
2-nights. I was able to talk with
several U.S.S.R. WWII
veterans. They all wear their
medals on their civilian coat or
jacket. The people that we talked with, when asked about the
WWII say that they never want
to fight another war, in fact,
most of them say that they
would not support their leadership in another war.
I attended the reunion in
Orlando last year but wont be
able to make it this year. I do
hope to make the next one.
60th Inf. K Co.
WM. E. KENNINGTON
Rt. 2, Box 307
Lancaster, S.C. 29720
My father, Eugene R. Kennington, was with Co. K 60th during WW II. I have been trying to
find out any information on the
60th. I have talked with several
members from time to time and
found out a lot. John Hill, a
member of Co. I informed me
that you have a book on the
history of the 60th. I would like
to purchase one or any information you have.
GUY LAWRENCE
2036 Mountain View Terr., S.W.
Roanoke, VA 24015
Here is my Life Membership
dues. We sure had a great time
in Orlando, Fla. Met a lot of
nice people. Everyone was just
great to me and my family.
Can't make the 46th reunion.
Hear its going to be at Fort
Bragg, N.C. Sure hope I am
hearing right.
Will close for now, keep up
the good work. God Bless ali.
My wife and family send their
best to all of 9th Div.

Se~retary Emil De Donato of the Florida Chapter hand
pamted the OCTOFOIL emblem in color on both sides of 3
metal signs. These were used at the entrance of the Hotel
and other spots to guide the members.

39th In£. AT Co.
FRED PHILLIPS
85 Mill Road
W. Seneca, NY 14224
Dan! Received the Mar/Apr
edition of the "Octofoil" and I
like many others read it from
cover to cover. I would like to
inquire about one of the "Board
of Governors," George Brown,
of Freehold, New York.
Reason being, I was a driver
often sent on D/S and was
assigned to a Major/Lt. Colonel
who was with HQ CO. 39th that
participated in the "War Crime
Trials" at Nuremburgh, Germany, directly follpwing
the end of WW II. If this could
be the same Officer, I would
like his complete address to
correspond. I, along with
others, appreciate the news
from the Veteran's of the Ninth
and often wonder why not many
39th members write "Mail
Call?" It was very well written
that we can't remember what
we had for dinner last night, but
have memories that last over 45
years. As I stated in previous
letter, I was with A/T Co. 39th
as replacement from April/' 45
through Aug/'46 and would enjoy contact with them as we
must be nearing or enjoying
retirement. I also have returned to Germany, Austria
areas in 1984 and 1985, visited
many sites where we liberated/occupied dring and after
V-E Day. Last site before
Discharge and Bad Toltz.
Thinking of attending Reunion in Sept.
AT 47th In£.
EDWARD HARTMAN
217 Chantry Road
Lutherville, MD 21093
Enclosed is a check for 3
years dues. I've been on the
sick roll. I have had two angiopiasties, one in Jan. 1991 and
May 2nd, 1991. If I flunk the
stress test on May 20th, it appears that I'll have surgery. Oh
well, that goes with life. I'm
now 73 years old. Say hello.... to.
evervone for me.
Hty. A 60th F.A.
WALT QUIGLEY
Box 1094
Lake Elsnore, CA 92331
Just a few lines, hope
everyone is in the best of
health. I had a very pleasant
surprise in reading the last
Octofoil. Joe Ryan wrote a letter in, and that's the first time
I've heard from him since he
left Battery "A" .back in '42. We
were quite close at one time as
he came from Malden, M~ss.
and I from Medford, Mass., the
next town. I called him and we
had a real good chat.
Everything is going fine here in
sunny Calif. Hi to all my 9th
buddies.
Dan, pl~se put me down for
Life Membership. Thanks!!
Lots of Luck to you all.
PS - Was disappointed in not
receiving 9th Div. Directory. I
thought everyone who signed
up was to receive one.
39th Inf. B Co.
LUCIEN LUCAS
2312 Eastridge Road
Timonium, MD 21093
Enclosed is a check for a Life
Membership and a donation to
the Memorial Fund.
I would like the Donation to
be in memory of Salvatore Ciccone, staff Sgt. Sal was my Platoon Sgt. in WW II. After crossing the Remagen Bridge, he
was sent home on rotation. He
died about 5 years ago, but was
a loving father and husband.
39th In£. E Co.
RAY WHITE
1208 Sylvan
Palestine, Texas 75801
I see it's about time that I pay
up if I want to keep reading the
Octofoil which I enjoy very
much. There is very little to
talk about this time. I hope to
see all the E Company gang in
Milwaukee.

THE OCTOFOll
26th FA Bn. C Btry
C Co. 9th Med Bn
BORIS RAYNES
RALPH PALERMO
2532 Chelsea Rd.
223 Barbara Drive
Palos Verdes Est., CA 90274
McKees Rocks, PA 15136
I recently learned of the
Enclosed find check for this
death of a friend, John Francis
year's dues and a little someMurphy, who was a platoon
thing extra for the Memorial
leader and company comFund. I enjoy reading the Octomander of Company "I" of the
foil and keep looking for names
39th Infantry Regiment of the
and addresses of the fellows
9th Infantry Division. He sucthat I know. I still would like to
ceeded Paul Lynch, whose luck
correspond with them. It's been
run out shortly after becoming
46 years that I have been accompany commander. He fully.
quainted with these fellows and
exemplified the strong inthey have becomefamily to me.
telligent and decent leaders we
I care for them very much.
had that in totality gave us such
I just returned from our 9th
a fine reputation as a division.
Med Bn mini-convention held in
I learned of his presence
Ashville, N.C. Weekend of May
recently through an obituary
3rd & 4th. We had quite a large
published in the Los Angeles
turnout and it was good once
Times on June 2, 1991. I spoke to
again to see some of the old
his widow yesterday and find he
faces (not in age) and also to
left a fine family who sorely
see some new ones. I saw John
Ed Stokan Company K 60th Inf supplies us with this photo miss him.
Kloos for the first time in 26
taken in Sidi bel Abbes, N. Africa in 1943 (home of the
I know that many of our
years. I was surprised. Gus
French Foreign Legion). Ed is on the right of the picture. association members will
Agostnelli, our historian, will
Shown on the left is Al Sebock, Jug?, a French Legion recall him and I want this to be
give you a complete run down,
Soldier, Joe? from Boston. Ed has a brother Bill who published in the next Octofoil
when
he writes you. Alex
issue.
served with Co K'47th and we are happy to report both are
Balough & myself drove down
Also enclosed is a contribudoing well and still with us.
from Pittsburgh, PA. We had a
tion for the Memorial Fund in
K Co 60th Inf.
pleasant trip and ended up takCo. G - 60th Inf
memory of John Francis MurED STOKAN
ing John Kloos back to SUllivan,
RONALD M. A. HIRST
phy.
4747 Plummer Street
Ohio. That was a long, rainy
MATHILDENSTRASSE 4
Marion Murphy lives at 16049
Pittsburgh, PA 15201
trip.
D-6200 Wiesbaden
Tecula, Pacific Palisades, CA
Sorry I couldn't attend the' 90272.
We had our Memorial SerTel. (0611) 56 18 56
vices on Saturday morning, as
As he has a legible hand and last three reunions. My health
usual conducted eloquently by
thus I'll not have to retype his isn't up to par.
47th Inf. L. Co.
I still don't see any of the old
Sgt. Denton, and pictures taken
eight page letter, I am sending
JEROME SYPNIESKI
after.
you copy of letter I received boys from K Company - 60th in
4435 - 46 Ave. So.
We had a wonderful visit with
(per ' request) from Major the best paper I read.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
Enclosed find a check for
all the troops and their wives,
(USAF-Ret.) Kenneth B.
I am enclosing a check for
and I'll tell you it was great. I
DUNGEY, "Le Champ de La three years dues, plus a donadues and something for the
was even surprised by a visit
Cour," F-50450 ST DENIS LE tidn in memory of Bob Spencer.
Memorial Fund.
I found an old letter dated
from my grandson and his girlGAST, France. In his 25 May
I read all the articles,but
friend, Debbie who attends
1991 letter, Kenneth offers our 1952 from an old Army friend:
seldom see any from myoid Co.
Western Carolina Univ. in
Association a history of the Harold Jumemian from
L - 47th Inf. 2nd Platoon. I came
Cullowhee, N.C. That made my
'Paddy Walk' (memorial walk Brooklyn, New York. I would
to Ft. Bragg in April of 1942.
day.
in memory of late Colonel like to say hello and sorry it
Landed with L. Co. in Safi, N.
I don't think I will make the
Harry A. FLINT, Co 39 Inf) and took so long. I wish him the best
Africa on a destroyer. Was shot
Milwaukee Convention. Just
background on the Sergeant of luck.
in my right hand (Lost a couple
I also found a picture taken in
not up to it.
William FINLEY memorial
of fingers) Joined L. Co. at Port
Wish you all a successful conplaque hung in the CHER- Sidi bel Abbes, Mrica. I'm not
Lyauty nine weeks late cork
sure of the names of those picvention, good luck, good health,
BOURG city hall.
Forest). Then through the
God Bless.
As to the FLINT memorial tured, but I'll try: <left to right) . Atlast Mountains to Tclemsen
PS - My grandson, Patrick
plaque in LE DEZERT, you Sobeck; Jug; a French soldier;
and on to El Guetaar which was
made a comment and said,
know of it from my previous Joe from Boston; and myself. I
more than any of us expected. I
"Papa, these guys are old." No
correspondence with the hope to see it and I get to hear
was just a few yards away
offense - young at heart.
Association. Which reminds from them.
when Capt. Wilson got killed. I
Keep up the good work, Dan.
me, Dan, with the closing of
also went to Sicily which was
Best of luck.
9th Recon
FLINT Kaserne in BASD
not as bad as El Guetaar. In
BOB LYNCH
England, a few days before D
TOLZ, I wonder what will hap- 39th Inf. I Co.
2103 - 11th St.
pen to the FLINT memorial DONALD E. LAVENDER
Day, I was transferred to the
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221
there?
29~ 49th Street
_
8th Air Force, because my hand
Just a few lines to let the old
I should also mention that the Des Moines, Iowa 50310
gave me trouble handling a riRecon Troop comrades know
towns of REMAGEN and
fle. But I respected the 9th Div.
I have not been a member of
that I am still around and
ERPEL are holding a joint the Association for a number of
- 47th InLand sure did not
health wise, doing quite well. I
'Mini-Oktoberfest' 11/12 Oc- years, but that has not
respect myself for not going all
am sorry to report that our
tober 1991 should any Ninth diminished my pride in having
the way. Love all you guys.
good buddy, Arnold Ronnfeldt
Association men or women be fought with the 9th in World
is having some physical probin the area at that time. It will War II.
A Co. 15th Engrs.
lems and I'm sure would enjoy
be held at the former LudenOver the years, I have acCARROLL DeVOID
a get-well card.
dorff railroad bridge towers on cumulated a ~olume of
40 Whitebirch Lane
At this time I'm not sure
either side of the Rhine. Any information about the Ninth
Williston, VT 05495
about making the reunion as
veteran of that action who at- and the combat situation
Enclosed a check for dues,
the wife is having problems
tends will be given a limited especially in Germany. Last
trying for another three years.
with her eyesight and no longer
edition Silver Medallion com- September, my wife and I
Don't want to miss any Octohas a desire to travel.
memorating the event. I visited the Hurtgen area, and
foils.
understand that tour groups of the area where we held the
Hoping to be in Milwaukee in
15th Engr. Bn.
both 78th and 99th division peo- Bulge near Kalterherberg.
September. Hate to miss any
EDWARD KUKLEWICZ
ple are coming.
I am one bf about ten from
reunions now. So much plea13412 Accent Way.
Keep the faith, Dan, and take Co. I of the 39th w~o have had
sure seeing old friends again.
Germantown, MD 20874
care of one another.
two mini-reunions and are planThe highlight of the Orlando
I was looking at my memberning
another
July
30
and
31
in
reunion
was
seeing
an
old
39th Inf. C. Co.
ship card and discovered that
Indiana.
We
continue
to
locate
friend.
Hoss
Johnson
for
the
BILL CANARY
,my dues were "overdue".
old members of Co. I and have
first time in 45 years and
5 Eagle Drive
. Enclosed is a check for a 3-year
further
inseveral
requests
for
meeting
his
lovely
wife.
Hope
Whiting, NJ 08759
membership and something for
formation
at
the
Records
more
old
timers
will
show
up
I am sorry to say I will be
the Memorial Fund.
Center
at
this
time.
this
year.
unable to attend the reunion in
. I plan to be in Milwaukee in
During my thirty plus years
Milwaukee, but look forward to
September and hope to see my
as
a
reservist,
I
served
for
a
M.
Co.
47th
Inf.
the one in Ft. Bragg in 1992.
frien~ then.
time as a Reserve Division InJOSEPH KSCENAITIS
Take care and hope to see you
Best wishes.
formation
Officer.
My
contacts
2o-A
Hastings
Ct.
in the near future.
there enabled me to secure a
Yorktown Hts., NY 10598
"M" Co. 47th
series of combat photos of the
Enclosed please find check
3rd BN 47th Inf.
JOHN B. KNIGHT
Ninth
which
might
be
of
infor
three
years
dues.
I
joined
WILLIAM TANNER
52 Woodview Rd.
terest. I would be glad to send
the Association about 4 years
P.O. Box 280
. Wilkes-Barre, P A 18702
them
to
Y9U
for
future
Octofoil
ago.
Have
been
to
the
past
2
reUnion City, TN 38261
Taps has sounded for Orin
issues if you desire and agree to
unions and have had a terrific
Glad to see by the Octofoil
Shell of Becida, Minnesota. He
return
them
as
soon
as
you
time
sometimes
glad
that you're still getting along
was with the 3rd squad of the'
have made the screened
sometimes sad. I am looking
alright. I don't know what
2nd platoon, starting at Chicken
negatives.
forward
to
the
next
reunion
in
would happen to the AssociaRoad and departing at ElI
was
a
rifle
squad
leader
in
September
to
see
some
old
tion if anything ever happened
Guetaar.
He was pI:obably one
Co.
I.
As
a
Reservist,
I
retired
.
friends and if I am lucky, find a
to you.
of the oldest members of the 9th
as
a
Colonel
in
1980.
few
new
ones.
Sorry to have missed OrlanDivision Association. ApproxEnclosed are my dues to redo, but hope to make Milimately 87 years young.
establ\sh
my
relationship
with
K.
Co.
47th
Inf.
waukee. Look forward to seeing
the
Association.
HANK
De
LORME
you there.
Rt. 1 Box 123-F
Granitville, SC 29829
Are there any former K. Co.,
men now residing in either SC,
NC, or Georgia, or even Tenn?
I

Deadline for next issue ·Oct 20th

SEEKING INFORMATION
I have attempted to obtain information on my father, John
B. (J.B.) Mc Guirk, Sr. from
the personnel records center in
St. Louis. However, a fire in the
records center back in 1973
obliterated any information
about his war record.
Perhaps there is someone
who served with him in the
Huertgen Forest.
My father was 33 or 34 when
he volunteered for the draft in
Feb. 1944. My family included
my mother, dad, a younger
sister and myself and we lived
in Chatta Houchee, Florida
where he was a debit insurance
salesman for the Industrial Life
and Health Insurance Company.
Dad stood 6'2", weighing
about 140 Ibs. He had what is
called a lantern jaw. His hair
was dark brown and he wore
glasses.
Sometime before I was born,
he served in a National Guard
unit in Take City, Fla. as a corporal or sergeant in charge of a
machine gun crew. I don't know
the army terms.
Stateside duty was at Fort Mc
Pherson, Fort McClellan,
Camp Lee, then shipment to
England. He told me, one time,
that, he got to France in July of
'44.
He never talked much about
his time in Europe except that
there was a lot of riding in
trucks and at each stop,
generally in a mud puddle, they
were told, "Men, this is your
last station." This, usually told
with a chuckle.
I'm not sure when he was
assigned to Company A, 60th Infantry Regiment, Ninth Division of the First Army, but he
took two pieces of shrapnel in
the back and one in the foot
from a tree burst near
Germeter in the Huertgen
Forest on the 10th or 11th of October. He was taken back to
Belgium, then on to England.
As I said earlier, he didn't
talk much about the experience
before my four years stationed
in Germany in the Air Force the
last half of the 1950's. During
my time there, I travelled all
around the Huertgen Forest
and didn't know it, because
there were no town names mentioned. And, the Germans
wouldn't tell me where the
Forest was because there was
no name for the entire Forest.
The U.S. Army gave it the
name.
When I returned home in
1960, we spent one long evening
talking about some of our' 'war
stories." Too much of it I have
now forgotten.
Dad died in the spring of 1976.
Since then, I have read the
books by Mac Donald and
Whiting. And now, he isn't here
to discuss the books or talk with
me further about his experience.
Aside from morning reports
during the week of the 10th or
11th of October '44, maybe
someone attending your upcoming Association meeting in
September knew my father or
was in the fighting near
Germeter (?) during that time.
Or, perhaps, I could put an appeal in the Association newsletter.
Besides myself, I have a six
year old grandson. His other
great grandfather died in the
Mediterranean in 1943, and I
think World Warll should be
more than just a history lesson
to him.
I would appreciate any help
you may be able to give me, and
I thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
John McGuirk
2210 Altoona Drive
Tallahassee, Fla. 32308
(908) 893-1457

39th Inf. G Co.
ROGER ELMER
6154 W. Berenice Ave.
Chicago,IL 60634
I am enclosing a check for as
life membership. It looks like
I'm way behind, so why not
make it life.
As Mike Belmonte wrote in,
the Jan/Feb Octofoil, my son,
Richard, serving with the Coast
Guard Post Security was stationed \n Dammam, Saudi
Arabia. They were guarding
the Headquarters and Communications passed at the port.
He wrote and told us that they
were working alongside a 9th
Inf. unit and sent pictures to
prove it. In fact, he was interviewed by one of our local TV
stations at a welcome home'
party at his station and mentioned being with a 9th Inf. Div.
unit that I had served in the 9th
in WW II.
He is back at work. A detective with the Chicago Police Department. His two brothers,
Roger Jr. and Charles are also
with Chicago Police Department.
PS - Been a member for
years and served as treas. in IIli~ois Chapter too.
JOHNLAMMIE
3636 Cantrell Street
New Port Richey, FL 34652
Please accept this check as
payment for three years dues in
the 9th Inf. Association. The remainder of the money may be
put in any of the funds you wish.
Sorry it couldn't have been
more.
I enjoy the Octofoil very
much. It helps me keep in touch
with people and, events. I'm
sorry my health prevents me
from attending any of the
Associa tion' s gatherings.
Thank you and Good Health to
you all.
2nd Bn. Hqs. 60th Inf.
GENE EDWARDS
112 National Avenue
Langhorne, P A 19047
Thanks for the reminder that
dues are due. We are ever
grateful to have a devoted
secretary in our organization.
For, at this stage, I would
forget my head, if it weren't
screwed on.
We just returned from Myrtle
Beach, N. Carolina. While we
were down there, I had a surpriseof my life. One evening,
my wife and I were returning
after an evening walk. I turned
on the television, and I saw
planes bombing and artillery
guns firing. I then heard the
commentator mention Captain
Matt Urban, who is now a Lt.
Col.. It was a program called
Heroes. It was one half hour, on
the exploits of Col. Urban. That
was the first time I ever knew
there was a program in regards
to that. So, if you see Heroes in
your T.V. program, by all
means, turn it on.
We also had the pleasure of
Walter Hardy and his wife,
Jean, visit us this past winter.
Walt was a British soldier, who
was the Fire Marshall at Camp
Bushfield. He stayed in our hut,
and we became very good
friends. We have enjoyed a
lasting friendship ever since.
He told me Camp Bushfield is a
barren ground now.
The barracks in Winchester
still remain. The town itself
hasn't changed much. We had
some good times at Bushfield.
We are looking forward to being at the reunion in Michigan. I
would like to see every available 2nd Bn. H.Q. 60th man
there.

39th Inf. - "K" and
"Cannon" Co.s.
BURLEIGH BREWER
408 Silverdale Terrace
Dayton, Ohio 45440
Enclosed find dues for three
more years. ReaJly enjoy the
Octofoil. It's a red letter day
when it arrives. Read it over
and over again.
Sorry to miss the minireunion in Madison, Wisconsin
- but looking forward to
Milwaukee 2nd seeing all my
old friends;
Had a card from Phillip
Lomas, in Califomia. He was a
Captain in Cannon Co. - So
glad to hear from him. Also
have been in touch with Bill
Nelson, Steubenville, Ohio; Cal
Daniel in Michigan, George
Booth in Iowa, Robert Moore in
Kettering, Ohio and others.
Really wonderful to renew
these friendships.
See you all in September.
39th Inf. F. Co.
ED McNAMARA
Box 219
Brookfield, N.Y. 13314
F Co's 39th Mini-Reunion
Just want to let all former
members of the Fox Co. 39th
Reg. know that we are having
our mini reunion in Oklahoma
City Sept. 26, 27, 28. For details
contact Poncho Rosales 62085
South McKinley, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73139-10291.
In March of this year we lost.
a member of our outfit and a
regular at the mini reunions, a
real nice guy, one John Carter.
Since I started going to the
mini reunions we have lost the
following: John Hunt, George
F'uller, John (Jack) Huffman,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Spangler.
Dutch Guerin and Lil Schmidt,
wife of Laverne Schmidt.
Enclosed a little something in
their memory.
To all who say possibly I'll go
next year, let's make this the
next year.
Two of our regular mini reunion members are on the
Board of Directors of the
Texas-Greater South West
Chapter of the NINTH Div.
Assoc. Sam Burns and Clyde
Wolfong, real top men.
Would like to say hello to Bob
Tate, Nov. issue. We came back
together along with a guy named Miller. Bob sent a beautiful
bouquet to our room as we were
on our Honeymoon, May 1948,
at the Reunion in New York City.
Our electric hook-up is still
free to any member traveling
Rt. 20 just four tenths of a mile
west of Bridgewater, N.Y.,by a
yellow pole barn on the north
side of the road. No need to call
us but our number is
315-899-5893 if some one wants
to say hello. The hook-up is on
the telephone pore.
Best Wishes to All.
9th Signal
EVERETT H. SPINK
Box 15 Stonebrook
Cosby, Tenn. 37722
Enclosed is a check to cover
my 1991 dues. Sorry I am late
but just found out they were increased.
I haven't made a reunion in
several years but I am in
reasonably good health and
hope this finds you the same.
I run into somer of my 9th
Signal· Co. buddies once in
awhile, a few of which come up
missing each year as the grim
reaper takes its toll.

1991 Reunion
Milwaukee
Sept 19·21

15th ERgrs. A Co.
HENRY SANTOS
9811 Connechusett Rd.
Tampa, FL 33617-4517
We left home on 1 June - arrived Batavia - Holley, N.Y. 6
June to help celebrate the 50th
wedding anniversary of a
transplant to Holliday, FL.
Batavia couple then the wedding of another friend's son who
live in Holley.
The Batavia couple live a
short distance from one of our
comrades - Rito F. Licata - a
former G Co. 47th man whose
name pops up now and then in
the Octofoil so I had my
Batavia friend - Dominic Irrera
call to make a date to visit, but
a stroke hit Rito a day or so
later - Dom called me at Holley
with the news and as planned
picked up the Holley friends
Joe (who also had a stroke last
year) and his wife Leng, Eva
and me - drove us the 32 miles
to visit Rito who seemed in
pretty good spirits and as
strokes go - not too bad off. I
guess you can say we sort of
had our own stroke club- (3 out
of 4) guys.
After the wedding on 8 June
we broke camp to drive to
Williston, VT to spend a few
days with Carroll and Helen
Devoid (A Co. 15 EngrsJ then
left for a tour of camping in
New Brunswick, Canada where
we visited a family we met in a
campground in New Hampshire in 1989, they extended a
very warm welcome and
superb hospitality. After N.B.
we toured Nova Scotia - very
enjoyable.
We re-entered the States at
Houlton, Maine as we expected
to visit another A Co. 15th Engr.
- Myron and Polly Gartley but
they must have been away so
we camped one nite in Presque
Isle. Then headed south- arrived in Rhode Island 5 July - expect to be in the area a couple
more weeks then head home to
keep medical appointments
with our respective doctors - if
all goes well we'll probably
head to Texas and amble
toward Milwaukee - wish us
luck.
I've received my 1st batch of
mail which included a card
from the family of Robert P.
Catus a former member of AT
Co. 47th Inf. regiment had passed away on 6 May of the big
"C," may his soul rest in peace.
15th Engrs~ C. Co.
REV. WINSLQW
DAVENPORT
Maple Chapel Hill, TN 37034
To verify an injury I received
while I was a member of Co. C.
of 15th Engineers Bn. in October 1945, another soldier and I
were riding guard mount
around a German Ammo.
Dump. The horse ran away
with me and injured my legs. I
was carried to 28th Field
Hospital in Ingolstadt, Germany and I was off duty for
several days. If someone in the
15 Engr. in October of 1945 can
give me information & verify
this for me, please call me collect at (615) 364-2267 or write
me at this address:
Rev. Winslow Davenport
R-l Box 34 Maple Street
Chapel Hill, TN 37034
Appreciate your help. Thanks
very much.
9th Div. Hq.
JOHN MACKEN
7812 Oak Ave.
Baltimore, MD21234
Enclosing dues for the next
three years. I've sort of been
out of it the past year. I had two
back operations and am just
getting back to normal again.
My wife and I are planning to
attend the reunion in Milwaukee.

Co M - 60th Inf.
ERNEST M. CHANDLER
1711 Ave "K"
Sterling, IL 61081
As 3rd Bn Hdq's Co. had no
1st Sgt, they asked me if I would
take the job. This is about the
Bazooka which was quite a
piece of pipe. Somewhere out in
the Atlantic aboard the U.S.S.
Harry Lee we opened the secret
box that held the bazookas.
Typically though we failed to
find the shells, as it was highly
secret they were put on a different ship. The Atlantic is
always rough in the winter, and
the Bn Commander said to send
the intelligence squad over to
the other ship, and get some
ammo. So they took the Captains Gig, and went over to get
them and the convoy never
stopped moving for fear of the
German Subs. We finally got
the ammo, and I tested one of
them out against a ship in the
Qued Sabu River. I put a nice
little hole in a ship at the water
line, as they had a machine gun
firing at us. It had the prettiest
list of any ship I have ever seen.
The one nice thing about the
trip over to Africa in 1942 was
Thanksgiving dinner 'in the
chiefs mess. Waiters with white
napkins over their arms, and
food fit for a king. All the first
Sgts, were invited even though I
was just acting as my orders
had not come through. If you
ever had all Turkey breasts,
and drumsticks, three kinds of
pie and chocolate cake, you
haven't lived. It sure beat "H"
out of C Rations. The Bn jeep
must have had about fifty cans
of C ration Stew in the back
end. That was the worst stew
that I ever ate.
39th/Inf. G Co
BILLY ALLSBROOK
4616 Erath
Ft. Worth, TX 76119
The OCTOFOIL seems to get
better. One always has hopes of
seeing that letter in the paper
from one of his buddies.
You have been so kind and
helpful in the past by providing
me with addresses of Ninth Div.
men so here we go again.
Gene Jaffa - Member of the39th Inf. 2nd Battalion, G Co.,
3rd Platoon. Believe he joined
Sept. 1944.
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M. Co. 47th
KENNETH C. CREIGHTON
5641 E. Grand River
Portland, Michigan 48875
Sending in my dues, so that I
can get the news about all you
guys. Hope to see you at the
reunion this coming September.
I Co. 39th Inf.
TRENT PALMER
2719 Georges Ln.
,Alexandria LA. 71301
I just can't express in words
how much the Octofoil has
meant to me. Your first issue to
me got me in touch with I Co.
39th Inr. I attended last year's
reunion in Mitchell, Indiana
and plan on being at Spencer,
Indiana for '91 Reunion. Your
last issue, I was able to locate
my Company C.O. A.P. Crawford and he in turn directed me
to our Bn. C.O. Col. Richard S.
Kent.
I am now trying to locate
Capt. John Murphy, one of our I
Company C.O. 's during combat.
Enclosed is my check for dues,
$10.00 annual.
P .S. - We have learned that our
Anthony Vincent Donna died in
1983. I am so sorry that I
couldn't find him, and tell him
what a great man he was!

H Co. 47th Inf.
NORMAN KILIAN
Box 781
Pawnee, Ill. 62558
Mr. John Morris sent me a
newspaper (OctofoiD and a
note, so that I could join the
Assn. I belonged for a few years
after separation and lost contact.
I was a replacement,
therefore entered the war late.
Went into Co. H as ammo
bearer on a 30 caliber water
cooled machine gun. Then
entered the motor pool and
drove the C.O. Lt. John Hill. I
believe he was from California.
About the only contact I have
left is James B. Holman from
Springfield, Tenn.
84th F.A. B'Btry.
SAM ROBINSON
400 Paradise Rd. #M-ID
Swampscott, Ma 01907
My card and newspaper tells
me my dues are due. Enclosed
is something for the Memorial
Fund in memory of all men
from B'Btry. 84th F.A.
I missed the Orlando reunion
last year but hope to see you in
Milwaukee. But, will be, for
sure, in Worcester in October.
Gota new set of golf clubs and
am still beating my grandson.
I'll never be able to shoot my
age - 75+.
Hope all is well.

Wht'n was the last timf' )'OU wrote a letter to our MaHCall
Column? Just· a postal card would denote your interest
and let some buddy know where )'OU are. You like to read
what other members send in ... why not do your own
part and write a few lines now an(l then for their enjo)'.
ment.

Warmest regards,
JoeR.
47th Inr. M Co.
ROBERT GOLDEN
PO Box 336
Marshall, VA 22115
This is "Smokey" Golden
From The Blue Ridge Mountains. I was in Johnnie Davis's
Co. 1. Had a prostate cancer
problem and took 38 treatments
at Fairfax Hospital. Hope I got
it under control. Saw Sam ...
about a year ago and we had a
real bull session. Still hear from
Harold Werner. Live alone now
since my dad passed away. Just
passed my 73rd Birthday June
14.

